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Abstract: Let D and E be two real intervals. We consider t ansformations that map polynomials with zeros in D into 
polynomials with zeros in E. A general technique for the derivation of such transformations is presented. It is based 
on identifying the transformation with a parametrised distribution ~(x,/~), x ~ E, /~ ~ D, and forming the bi-or- 
thogonal polynomial system with respect to ¢?. Several examples ofsuch transformations are given. 
1. Introduction 
Let ~m[X] denote the set of all mth degree polynomials in x with real coefficients and let D 
be a complex set. We denote by Wm[X, D] the set of all members of 7rm[x], all of whose zeros lie 
in D. Finally, let T be a linear mapping of ~rm[X ] into itself. We consider in this paper the zeros' 
location of members of Tq7 m[', D]. 
We say that T is in ~(D, E) if 
D] E], 
that is, polynomials with zeros in D are mapped by T into polynomials with zeros in the 
complex set E. Moreover, T is in ~*(D, E) if, in addition, it preserves distinct zeros. 
Several trivial examples of T ~ ~ * ( D, E) are not very interesting: identity is in ~ * (D, D) for 
all D, every transformation is in ~'*(D, C) for all D and the derivative operator is in ~'*(D, D) 
subject o convexity of D. In the present paper we present non-trivial examples of members of 
• (D, E) which are, hopefully, of greater interest. We confine herewith our discussion to D and 
E which are real intervals. 
Our method of proof is based on the theory of bi-orthogonal polynomials, which has been 
recently developed by the authors [3,4]. A short review of results that are relevant o the present 
work is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we explain in detail our technique to find members 
of ~*(D, E), accompanying the exposition with a detailed example. Finally, in Section 4 we 
present a list of transformations that have been derived by our technique. 
It must be emphasised that our approach cannot, in general, verify whether an arbitrary T lies 
in ~*(DI E) for some D and E. Rather than tackling this general--and, at present, wide open 
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--goal, we rather concentrate on deriving examples of members of 
non-trivial and sometimes important o approximation theory [5]. 
~" * (D, E) which are 
2. Bi-orthogonal polynomials 
Let D = (c, d), E = (a, b) and 0( ' , /*)  be, for all /.t e D, a distribution in x ~ E: a weakly 
monotonically increasing, right-continuous function with an infinite number of points of 
increase, all of whose moments 
k dO(x,/z), / ,~D,  k>O,  
"a  
exist. Given a sequence of distinct points {/.tj }j~a c D, we say that p,, -pro(X; /*1,''', /*m) is the 
m th bi-orthogonal polynomial if Pm ~ rrm, is monic and 
ffPm(X) dO(x, i t , )= O, l<~l<~m. (1) 
Theorem 1 [4]. pro(X; ~1, " " ", ~m) exists and is unique for all m >i 1 and all distinct {~j} c D if and 
only if all the determinants 
:=  
do not vanish. 
I I0(~1) 6(~1) "'" Im--l(~l) 
Io(]J'm) 6 (~m)  "'" Im--l(P'm) 
, m>~l .  
If the condition of the last theorem is satisfied we say that 0 is regular, The following 
representation is available: 
Theorem 2 [4]. Subject o regularity it is true that 
1 
Pro(X; ~1,"', ~m)= IJrn(l't l£ [ - - l ' ' ' ' ' - -  m, 
for all m >~ 1 and distinct { i~j }. 
I0 (~tl) I1(~1) "'" Im (~tl) 
I o (~m)  6(~m)  " " " Zm(~m) 
1 X "'" X m 
The generator of Pm is defined as 
Hm := f[Pm(X) d0(x, 
Hence, by (1) Hm(~t) = 0, 1 4 l ~ m. Moreover, one can prove from (2) that 
Sm(l~) = nm+l(#l ..... ~m, ]~) 
Dm(iZl,..., lXm ) , m> l ,  ~D.  
(2) 
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Bi-orthogonality is, in a sense, a generalisation f orthogonality. Hence, to investigate the loci 
of zeros of p,, it makes sense to extend the relevant analysis for orthogonal polynomials. 
Let us suppose that ,/, is of the form 
dg,(x , l~)=co(x, t~)d~b(x) ,  x~E,  I z~D,  
where co is an essentially positive function and ~b is a distribution which is independent of #. We 
set 
CO(X1' ~1) CO(Xl' ~2) " ' "  CO(X1, ~£rn) 1 
:= , m>~l .  
Emlt l'" w(x,,,  ]£1) CO(Xm, ~£2) "'" CO(Xrn, ~£m) 
and say that ~ possesses the interpolation property if E m -4= 0 for all m >/1, distinct xl, x2,... ~ E 
and distinct/~1, /z2,... ~ D. In other words, up to rearrangement, { co(x, ~1),--., co(x, /~,,)} is a 
Chebyshev set [7] for all m >~ 1. 
Theorem 3 [4]. I f  a regular 0 obeys the interpolation property then Pm ~ ~m[', E], with distinct 
zeros. 
Proof. The classical proof that all the zeros of an orthogonal polynomial reside within the 
interval support of the underlying distribution follows, essentially, from the fact that 
{1, x .... , x m-1 ) is a Chebyshev set for all m >/1 and from known properties of Chebyshev sets. 
This can be readily extended to the present framework. [] 
Note that not all the interesting distributions 0 possess the interpolation property. Moreover, 
in its absence zeros of Pm may stray off E [4]. Nonetheless, Theorem 3 is crucial to the 
discussion in Section 3. 
3. The technique 
Let us suppose that, for given regular 0 with interpolation property, m >~ 1 and distinct 
/£1,''" ,~m, we know Pm explicitly, 
pm(X; /Zl,---,/Zm) = ~ Pm,k(tll,'",l'tm) xk. 
k=0 
Let 
m 
qm(l~) := l--[ (l~-- I~,). 
/=1 
Each Pm,k(l'h,"', ~m) is uniquely determined by qm" This gives a mapping 
Zqm:=p m (3) 
of % into itself. Moreover, qm E 7/'m[/~ , O], whereas, by the interpolation property, p,, ~ %[x, E], 
and both qm and Pm have distinct zeros. This proves the fundamental theorem of this paper: 
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Theorem 4. I f  ep is regular and possesses the interpolation property and the mapping T is given by 
(3), then T~ ~*(O, E). 
Derivation of mappings (3) reduces to the following set-piece approach: first, choose intervals 
D and E and a distribution q). Next, ascertain regularity and interpolation property• Finally, 
find an explicit expression for p,~. 
To help elucidate our approach, we present a detailed example: let 
D=(0 ,~) ,  E=(0 ,1) ,  +(x ,~) :=~-x  ~./z 
This bi-orthogonal system has been extensively analysed in [2]--it is of interest in the design of 
multistep multiderivative numerical methods for ordinary differential equations. 
Since Ik(>) = 1/( k + I~), k >1 O, I~ e D, 
1 1 1 
/x 1 1 +/z I m - 1 +/z 1 
Dm(gl,...,l~,, ) = 
1 1 1 
~m 1 + >m m -- 1 + t~,, 
is a Cauchy determinant. It can be evaluated explicitly: 
\j=0/1=1/m-1 /m ) I-I (4) 
14 i< j~m 
Hence D,, @ 0, thus, by Theorem 1, regularity. Moreover, (4) yields an explicit form of the 
generator, 
Hm(/O= ( -1 )  ram! qm(t~) 
(/~)m+a qm(--m) " 
The interpolation property is equally easy to verify by choosing o~(x, ~o)= x p-I, +(x )= x: 
the determinant 
rx , ..- xfm ( )-1ll 
= • Em 
l= l  ~m 1 ~2 t~,. 
X X m " " " X m 
is non-zero for all distinct /~,.. . ,  ~t m ~ 0 and distinct Xl, . . . ,  x,, ~ (0, 1), m > 1 [6]. Thus, by 
Theorem 3, each Pm possesses m simple zeros in (0, 1). 
It remains to evaluate Pm explicitly. This can be done in several ways: via the representation f 
Theorem 2, via solving linear equations [2] or by a Rodrigues-type formula [4]. Here we adopt 
another approach: our assertion is that 
1 m ( - -1)m-k(~)qm(--k)x k m> 
Pro(X; /~l ' ' ' ' ' /~m)= qm(-m) k=0 1. 
Note that, with this definition, Pm is monic. Moreover, 
1./ol fo'X"-'pm(x) dx, H,,(IO = -~ Pro(X)dx"= 
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therefore for all 1 ~< l ~< m 
Hm(t~l) -  qm( -m)  k=O 
We now use the following: 
m 
[ I  (k + 
j= l  
j~l 
(5) 
Lemma 5 [4]. Let r ~ %[x], r(x) = m J Sj=OrjX, be given. Then 
m )k(m)  m 
Y'~ ( -1  k r (k )=( -1 )  m!rm. 
k=O 
In particular, if r ~ %_1[x] then the above sum vanishes. 
We choose 
r(x)  := IY-I (x +/_tj). 
j= l  
j¢l 
Thus, r ~ %_1[x] and substitution i  (5) ascertains that 
Hm(/-tl) = 0, l<~l<~m. 
Hence Pm is monic and satisfies the bi-orthogonality conditions and, by regularity, we obtain the 
required representation. 
Re-phrasing our results, we have just proved: 
Theorem 6. Let q ~ ~r m be a polynomial with all zeros in (0, oo) (and distinct). Then all the zeros of 
m 
Tq(x)= ~ ( - i )m-k(  k )q ( -k )x  k 
k=O 
are in (0, 1) (and distinct). 
4. Further transformations 
In this section we present a round-up of several transformations in ~'*(D, E) for various real 
intervals D and E. All these are derived by the bi-orthogonal polynomials' technique (although 
the example of Section 3 is deceptively simple--usually the derivation is considerably more 
intricate). Full details will be published elsewhere. 
Note that the bi-orthogonal polynomials from the example of the last section are related, in a 
sense, to the standard Legendre orthogonal polynomials--the choice/z t = l, 1 ~< l ~< m, yields the 
m th Legendre polynomial, shifted to (0, 1). It is useful, therefore, for the sake of easier 
identification, to call T from Theorem 6 'the Legendre transformation '. Likewise, we will identify 
all our transformations with orthogonal polynomial sets, although the connexion, is, at times, less 
straightforward. In all instances T~ ~'*(D, E). 
The Jaeobi transformation: D = (0, ~), E = (0, 1), 
dO(x, tt) := x" -a (1 -  x)~ dx, 
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where a > - 1. This yields 
Tq(x)= ~ ~. 
k=0 l=0 
The Laguerre transformation: D = (0, ~), E = (0, ~), 
dO(x, / t )  := x" e -x dx. 
Hence 
1 [ i ( -1 ) ' (k )  1 Tq(x)= ~ ~. q( - /  1) x k= 
k=0 /=0 
where A is the backward difference operator. 
The Meixner transformation: D = (0,)t), E = (0, oe), 
de(x, /t) = (/t/)~)x d~bx(x), 
, ( -a -m)tq( - l )x~] .  
k 1 
E ~.  (k~-q(-1)) xk, 
k=O 
where X is a positive constant and ~b x is a step function with jumps of (X)x/x! at x = 0, 1 , . . . .  
This leads to 
m 
Tq(x) = E ( -1 )~( -x )k (  x +x)m-~qk )t~, 
k=0 
where q( x ) = E'fl_oqkX k. 
The Charlier transformation: D = (0, oe), E = (0, or), 
d¢(x,  /t) =/tx d~b(x), 
where ~b is a step function with jumps of 1/x! at x = O, 1 , . . . .  The transformation is 
m 
rq(x)= Z (--1)k(--x)kq~, • 
k=O 
The Krawtchouk transformation: D = (0, or), E -- (0, or), 
d~(x, /t) =/tx d~b,(x) 
where 71>/m and +~ is a step function with jumps of ( -1 )x ( -~)x /X!  at x=0,  1 , . . . .  We 
obtain 
m 
Tq(x)= E (--X)k(X--~)m-kqk" 
k-O 
The Wall transformation: D = (0, 1), E = (0, 1), 
dg,(x, / t )= x '(") d+p(x) 
where p e (0, 1), ~(/t):= In/t / In p and +p is a step function with jumps of 1/[0] x at px, 
x = O, 1 , . . . .  Here 
[01o=1, [p]k=(I - -p)(1--p2). . . (1--pk) ,  k>~l, 
(see [1]). This yields 
(-1)J# q(°-J) 
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where 
[0]j[0l  j 
The Hermite transformations: D = ( -  oo, ~) ,  E = ( -  oo, oo), 
dqS(x, /x) = ,~-a/2 e-(~-~)~ dx.  
The transformation is
Imp21 (_  1)k 
Tq(x)  . . . . .  q(Z~)(X). 
k=o 22kk! 
Further examples of such transformations, which are of interest in rational approximation, are 
given in [5]. A forthcoming paper will present new general techniques to derive further 
transformations. 
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